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Chapter 5: Dystopian Singularities 
 

 

Introduction 
The present chapter continues the analysis of the dystopian genre, its relationship to 

communication devices, and its historical development. Here I argue that the 

centripetal contraction of dystopian space that was begun by E.M. Forster’s “The 

Machine Stops” (1909) and continued by Orwell’s Nineteen Eighty-Four (1949), 

reaches spatial singularity in the cyberpunk fiction of the 1980s. Through a close 

reading of William Gibson’s Sprawl trilogy (i.e. Neuromancer (1984), Count Zero 

(1986), Mona Lisa Overdrive (1988)), I demonstrate that the thoroughgoing 

dislocation of knowledge from space, as promised by computer systems and Internet 

switching technologies, creates the dystopian space of infinite density and smallness 

represented in Gibson’s fiction. Moreover, I show that this implosion of dystopian 

space has important repercussions for the concept of dystopia itself.  

 It is customary in critical literature on Gibson’s Sprawl trilogy, and especially 

on Neuromancer, to approach this form of dystopian space from the perspective of the 

posthuman and the postmodern. For example, in “Space Construction as Cultural 

Practice: Reading William Gibson’s Neuromancer with Respect to Postmodern 

Concepts of Space” Doreen Hartmann has recently argued in favor of using 

postmodern concepts of space to make sense of Gibson’s aesthetic representation of 

virtual spaces. Similarly, William S. Haney uses Neuromancer to investigate some of 

the possible dangers of posthuman body/machine symbiosis in Cyberculture, Cyborgs 

and Science Fiction: Consciousness and the Posthuman. In this chapter I make use of 

the possibilities offered by such postmodern/posthuman readings to show the 

importance of Gibson’s work in the development of the dystopian genre and 

telecommunication dispositif. However, I also extend these readings by showing how 

the postmodern and posthuman characteristics of Gibson’s fiction directly interrogate 

earlier forms of dystopian space and replaces these with a spatial singularity. 

 I begin my analysis of this latest stage in the development of the dystopian 

genre by examining the idea of “technological singularity”. As I will demonstrate in 

this chapter, the implosion of dystopian space is intimately related to a recurrent idea 

in science fiction of the latter half of the twentieth century, namely technological 

singularity. This concept entails the radical acceleration of evolution by technological 
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means and is represented as an “event horizon” in historical processes. In connection 

with these observations, I forward the idea that this concept of technological 

singularity does not just represent a singular moment in time but also a singular space. 

The idea of technological singularity is dependent on computer and Internet 

technologies and I argue that the thoroughgoing sense of knowledge dislocation 

associated with these technologies makes the idea of technological singularity also a 

spatially transformative processes that gives rise to spatial singularity in cyberpunk 

fiction.  

 Moreover, I demonstrate that, in effect, this spatial singularity represents an 

implosion of dystopian space and begins to deconstruct the concept of dystopia itself. 

I show how cyberspace interacts with and deconstructs earlier forms of dystopian 

space—i.e. the metropolis, phenomenological space and the body—and begins to 

dismantle the notion of dystopia itself. By dismantling technological singularity as a 

narrative trope, spatial representation and a dystopian flavor in this way, I will 

complete my exposition of the dystopian genre as a tradition of narrative spatial 

representation and of the role dystopian narrative plays in the telecommunication 

dispositif.  

 In the sections “Technological Singularity” and “Technological Singularity as 

Spatial Singularity”, I first explore the idea of technological singularity as well as its 

effect on notions of space. In “Cyberspace as Singularity”, I will then mobilize these 

concepts to show how cyberspace emerges as a spatial singularity and a particular 

kind of dystopia using Gibson’s Sprawl Trilogy as an example. In the sections “The 

Postmodern Architecture of Cyberspace”, “Jacking in” and “Posthuman Bodies”, I 

explore how cyberspace reifies its implosion of dystopian space by deconstructing 

earlier forms of dystopia. Finally, I will reflect on the significance of these new 

spatial paradigms for the dystopian genre in the section “Critical Dystopias?”.  

 
Technological Singularity 

It is not my objective to provide an accurate description of the concept of singularity 

as it is used in some of the natural sciences.43 Rather, it is my aim to explore the 

concept of singularity as it emerges in, for example, science fiction and futurology, 

                                                
43 For example, in Mathematics, “singularity” can be used to refer to an object that cannot be defined 
accurately, such as an infinite quantity.  
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namely as the idea that humanity is progressing technologically at an exponential rate 

and that this progress will, at some point in time, become overwhelming. It is also not 

my intention to argue for or against the plausibility of technological singularity. While 

pundits like Vernor Vinge and Ray Kurzweil are enamored with the idea of 

exponential and runaway human evolution, philosophers like Daniel Dennett maintain 

a more critical perspective. Here again, however, it is not my intention to speak out 

either in favor of or against the idea of technological progress.  

 For my part, the notion of technological singularity presents itself as an 

instance of future gazing that articulates how technological development is 

interpreted. Certainly, regardless of its scientific merits and prescient accuracy, the 

idea of singularity is an interesting object for cultural analysis. For, not only does it 

express a firm belief in the Enlightenment ideal of progress through science, it also 

gives rise to a whole new body of dystopian fictional worlds that attempt to reconcile 

the possibilities of the posthuman and postmodern with a sense of loss of humanity 

and certainty. This friction between technological singularity as a plausible, desirable, 

and even inevitable trajectory on the one hand, and singularity as a fanciful and 

unwelcome daydream on the other, presents a range of possible responses to 

technological innovation and the difficulties of coming to terms with such 

developments. For the present purpose, then, singularity is not a useful concept 

because it can be supported or critiqued, but rather because it acts as a litmus test of 

technological change and the narrative responses it provokes.  

 This idea of exponential growth in human development is fundamentally 

linked to the emergence of computer networks. Indeed, concepts of singularity and 

the posthuman are generally fueled by a faith in Internet switching technologies and 

Moore’s Law, making technological singularity an important consideration in relation 

to the study of the emergent communication technologies in the mid and late 

twentieth century. Indeed, technological singularity appears to be one of the narrative 

responses to this material substrate and its associated user perspectives in a 

telecommunication dispositif. It is my argument, however, that technological 

singularity is actually part of a larger set of narrative responses, rather than one 

particular instance of one specific dispositif, and instead falls under the same family 

of dystopian responses that I have described in chapters 3 and 4. However, before I 

explore the relationship between technological singularity and dystopian narrative I 
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will, in this section, first explore the relationship between networking technology and 

technological singularity. In “Spatial Singularity” I will then use the exposition of this 

relationship to show that technological singularity does not just entail radical shifts in 

temporal paradigms, but also performs spatial functions that are in line with dystopian 

narrative strategies.  

 In his 1993 paper “What is a Singularity?”, Vernor Vinge provides a 

comprehensive overview of the idea of singularity and its relationship to 

communication devices. Although Vinge was by no means the first to articulate the 

notion of exponential growth of human intelligence and physical capabilities,44 his 

background as science fiction author, computer scientist and emeritus professor of 

Mathematics gave him a broad overview of the subject, and his paper still counts as a 

standard point of departure for any discussion on technological singularity. It is 

important to note that Vinge is a firm believer in the coming of the singularity, and 

that he understands this moment to be a predominantly good thing and, therefore, 

couches his investigation of technological singularity in rather favorable language. 

Nevertheless, Vinge’s article provides a good overview of the rationale behind a 

belief in technological singularity, as well as the specific technologies that are 

envisaged as setting about such radical change.  

 Vinge begins his argument by proposing that singularity is inevitable and 

corollary to an increased rate of technological development. Echoing Darwinian logic 

and Enlightenment notions of progress, Vinge proposes that advances in technology 

will lead to a greater-than-human intelligence that presents a radical break with 

“normal” evolutionary timescales:  

 

Within thirty years, we will have the technological means to create 
superhuman intelligence. Shortly after, the human era will be ended. […] The 
acceleration of technological progress has been the central feature of this 
century. I argue in this paper that we are on the edge of change comparable to 
the rise of human life on Earth. The precise cause of this change is the 
imminent creation by technology of entities with greater than human 
intelligence. (Vinge) 

 

                                                
44 For example, Alan Turing already voiced his concern for smarter-than-man thinking machines in a 
way that seems concurrent with later singularity discourse, although certainly less optimistic. See 
http://philmat.oxfordjournals.org/content/4/3/256.full.pdf. However, to my knowledge, Vernor Vinge is 
the first to coin the term “singularity” in reference to such notions of radical and machine-mediated 
forms of extreme and posthuman intelligence.  
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The basic premises of Vinge’s argument, then, are a belief in evolutionary theory and 

a conviction that technology is able to intervene in and accelerate processes that are 

normally understood to be hereditary and require eons to take effect. The outcome of 

this development, according to Vinge, is a singular moment when a greater-than-

human intelligence emerges that brings about the end of the “human era” (ibid.). 

 Singularity proponent Ray Kurzweil takes Vinge’s logic one step further and 

proposes that all evolution is in fact progressing along an exponential time scale. 

Referring to, for example, Carl Sagan’s various histories of the cosmos, Kurzweil 

identifies a number of what he calls “key events” (e.g. the Big Bang, the formation of 

the Earth, the formation of life of Earth, etc.) and shows how these events occur at 

increasingly shorter intervals from previous events.  

 

 
Fig. 18: Kurzweil’s representation of exponential evolution. 

Source: http://www.singularity.com/charts/page19.html 
 

Kurzweil then, believes that all “evolution”, including genetic evolution, but also the 

physical origins of the universe, are “progressing” along a logarithmic scale. 

Moreover, for Kurzweil, technology is simply a “continuation of evolution by other 
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means” that fits in “naturally” with his view of evolution as a universal force 

(Kurzweil 1999: 16). Thus, Kurzweil identifies technology as an extension of the 

same exponential forces of change as genetic evolution. In this way, Kurzweil not 

only understands the passing of time and the occurrence of “major events” as 

occurring exponentially, but also sees technology, and especially computer and 

communication technology, as both part and proof of this concept. 

 

 
Fig. 19: Kurzweil represents technological progress against a background of cosmological time 

and natural evolution. 
Source: Kurzweil, Ray. The Age of Spiritual Machines. New York: Viking, 1999. 26-27. Print. 

 

The idea of technological singularity, in short, presupposes that technological 

“progress” exists and presumes this progress occurs at an exponential rate. Whether 
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this “progress” is chiefly envisioned as an aspect of the development of technology as 

with Vinge, or understood as informing the passing of time in general as with 

Kurzweil, the outcome of this development is universally conceived to be a 

singularity: the birth of greater-than-human intelligence and a radically new, key 

event. 

 Vinge continues his exposition of the singularity by identifying the 

technologies that are commonly envisioned to be the catalyst of such radical 

evolutionary paradigm shifts. As being capable of bringing about singularity, Vinge 

lists four distinct developments: 

 

There are several means by which science may achieve this breakthrough (and 
this is another reason for having confidence that the event will occur): 
 

• There may be developed computers that are “awake” and 
superhumanly intelligent. (To date, there has been much controversy 
as to whether we can create human equivalence in a machine. But if 
the answer is “yes, we can”, then there is little doubt that beings more 
intelligent can be constructed shortly thereafter.) 

• Large computer networks (and their associated users) may “wake up” 
as a superhumanly intelligent entity. 

• Computer/human interfaces may become so intimate that users may 
reasonably be considered superhumanly intelligent. 

• Biological science may provide means to improve natural human 
intellect. (Vinge) 

 

As Vinge’s list indicates, computer communication technologies are seen as major 

facilitators in the realization of singularity. Certainly, biology is granted some agency 

in bringing about the posthuman era, but even here the ability of biology to affect 

change is conceptualized predominantly as the result of the body’s ability to interact 

with computational devices. The idea of singularity, then, is intricately interwoven 

with the rise of computers and computer networks.  

 It is important to recognize the ideas that help facilitate Vinge’s postulate that 

computers act as catalysts of singularity. According to Vinge, posthumanity may be 

achieved as computer communication networks—or intra-computer communication 

networks—become so powerful that they simply “wake up” (Vinge). Indeed, Vinge 

identifies networked communication as both the cause and central characteristic of the 

posthuman era:  
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If networking is widespread enough (into ubiquitous embedded systems), it 
may seem as if our artifacts as a whole had suddenly wakened. […] The post-
Singularity world will involve extremely high-bandwidth networking. A 
central feature of strongly superhuman entities will likely be their ability to 
communicate at variable bandwidths, including ones far higher than speech or 
written messages. What happens when pieces of ego can be copied and 
merged, when the size of a selfawareness can grow or shrink to fit the nature 
of the problems under consideration? These are essential features of strong 
superhumanity and the Singularity. Thinking about them, one begins to feel 
how essentially strange and different the Post-Human era will be. (Vinge) 

 

Of course, there is nothing about computing and communications devices to suggest 

that massive quantities of such hardware will indeed spontaneously give rise to 

consciousness, much less a consciousness with greater-than-human intelligence, as 

even hard-core materialist philosopher Daniel Dennett has pointed out (Dennett 27-

33). Although in theory it is possible to simulate the behavior of neurons using 

computers, such a simulation would always require the intervention of a programmer 

to give instructions. Certainly, computer CPUs and memory, as well as Internet 

switches could, even if they were functionally similar to brain matter—which they are 

not—never run a “mind program” unless they were preprogrammed to do so, or given 

a similar set of evolutionary stimuli as protein-based brains that would “urge” them to 

evolve such an algorithm (Dennett 209-26). It seems impossible, in short, for mind-

stuff, to materialize spontaneously out of networked hardware without additional 

incentives.  

 Nevertheless, the idea that computer and communications hardware may 

spontaneously, “magically” awaken and cause a revolution is clearly alluring to those 

theorizing technological development and singularity. Indeed, for Vinge, the 

spontaneous emergence of a technological consciousness through networked 

computers is the main reason for stipulating the possibility of singularity in the first 

place. Presumably, this promise of computer networks stems from the seeming, 

superficial similarities between computer hardware and brain matter. Apparently, it is 

the idea of massively networked transistors and microchips that is reminiscent of 

neurons and the brain, and compels Vinge and others to make this analogy. In this 

way, the idea of the Internet’s electrically interconnected nodes, as well as their 

immense quantity, suggests the concept of emergent intelligence. 

 Regardless of the (im)possibility of technological singularity, however, it is 

clear that the idea of exponential technological development and the emergence of 
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greater-than-human intelligence are dependent on very specific types of technology. 

Computers and Internet communication technologies are consistently identified as the 

primary catalysts of such development. In the next section I will show that, because of 

this dependency on telecommunication devices, technological singularity does not 

just represent an event horizon in historical progress but that it also performs spatial 

transformations. Understanding this spatial function of technological singularity will 

bring to light the relationship between singularity fiction and the dystopian genre.  

 

Technological Singularity as Spatial Singularity 
At first glance, singularity is solely concerned with the flow of time, and especially 

with the arrest of the “natural” progress of historical time because of the emergence of 

greater-than-human intelligence. Space, in other words, initially does not seem to play 

a part in the formulation of the singularity idea. Nevertheless, it is important to 

understand that technological singularity equally constitutes a shift in spatial 

paradigm, as this allows for a better understanding of the concept, as well as more 

insight into the close relationship between singularity and dystopian, posthuman and 

postmodern discourses.  

 It is the dependency of the singularity concept on telecommunication 

technologies that makes it a spatial concept as well as a temporal one. As already 

mentioned in chapter 2, Jeff Malpas has pointed out that telecommunications 

technologies, such as the telegraph and the Internet, in general suggest the idea that 

location and distance are “contingent constraints on knowledge, rather than as having 

any essential connection in knowledge as such” (Malpas 109). Therefore, the 

interaction of singularity discourse with telecommunication technology in general, 

already suggests the presence of a communicative nil-space where information is 

available irrespective of the location of both source and destination. In this sense, 

technological singularity is, a priori, a spatial concept as well. 

 More importantly, however, the specific relationship between technological 

singularity and computer and Internet technologies suggests a radical dislocation of 

knowledge from space that removes all spatially “contingent constraints” from 

knowledge (ibid.). Built on the Transmission Control Protocol and Internet Protocol, 

nearly all forms of computer network communication, such as the World Wide Web, 

email and transfer of files, make use of technologies that work to make space as 
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redundant as possible in both data storage and delivery.45 For example, the TCP and 

IP communication protocols prescribe that all data in a computer network must be 

sent in small, individual packets. Each packet begins with a header that contains the 

information needed for the data to be delivered correctly. In this way, all TCP/IP 

packets “know” where they are from, where they are going, and in which order they 

should be assembled upon delivery to form an exact copy of the original message. 

Consequently, TCP/IP ensures that data packets can travel completely different routes 

to their destination and arrive at different times. Packets can even be lost due to the 

sudden failure of a communication node and can be resent by the source at the request 

of the receiving node. So, by rerouting data and storing it at multiple locations, 

Internet technologies are built for spatial redundancy.  

 Computer networks, then, are less restrained by “real” space than earlier forms 

of telecommunication, such as the telegraph, telephone and television. In telegraphic 

networks, for instance, messages are still, to some extent, affected by physical space. 

For example, the failure of one telegraph line meant that a node in the network was 

unavailable, which would entail rerouting the message, or possibly render the 

information unavailable. The notorious fragility of the transatlantic telegraph cable 

serves as illustration of how physical breakdowns still able disrupted the illusion of 

the technology’s sovereignty over space in the past.46 But less critical problems also 

demonstrate the inability of earlier telecommunication technologies to supply the 

semblance of complete independence from physical space. Noise in analogue 

television and landline-telephone communication, for example, rises proportionately 

with distance, disrupting the illusion that these technologies are able to overcome 

physical space.  

 This is, of course, not to say that Internet technologies are entirely immune to 

such communication failures. Clearly, if enough critical nodes fail, computer 

networks are still unable to transmit information in spite of their digital, packaged 

distribution method. Generally speaking, however, TCP/IP is far more capable than 

the telegraph and the telephone in offering the verisimilitude of an information realm 

                                                
45 Some forms of Internet connectivity rely on different protocols such as UDP, which has greater 
speed than TCP/IP but offers no redundancy. Typically, protocols such as UDP are favored in low-
latency applications like streaming or voice applications.  
46 For an account of the difficulties in establishing transatlantic telegraphic connections see 
Huurdeman, Anton A. The Worldwide History of Telecommunications. Hoboken: Wiley Interscience, 
2003. Print. 130-35. 
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that is entirely independent of “real” space. As a digital, noiseless technology that is 

able to reroute, restore, resend, and reorder information, computer networks are far 

more robust and capable of creating the illusion that knowledge is unbound by 

location.  

 Technological singularity, then, is not just a concept that describes a temporal 

event horizon of asymptotic technological progress. It is also a spatial singularity. As 

the idea of technological singularity depends on computers and communication 

networks to bootstrap human consciousness and physical capabilities to radical new 

heights, it relies on the user perspective that such telecommunication technologies put 

forward to provide the spaces in which these developments can be imagined. 

Computer networks suggest the radical dislocation of knowledge from space, and thus 

present an extreme form of nil-space where information is available entirely 

irrespective of location. In this way, technological singularity also becomes a spatial 

singularity: a realm that is characterized by an infinite density of information and zero 

access latency. 

 It is my contention that the spatial function of technological singularity plays 

an important role in the dystopian fiction of the latter half of the twentieth century. As 

I will argue, the user perspective of technological singularity and computer networks 

allow for the continuation of the contraction of dystopian space that was begun early 

in the twentieth century. While there are several different fictional renditions of this 

user perspective, “cyberspace” has become the staple spatial representation of this 

user perspective. In the following section I will study the cyberpunk fiction of 

William Gibson as a means of exploring cyberspace as a dystopian space. At the same 

time I will examine the role of cyberspace in the telecommunication dispositif that I 

have been charting throughout this thesis. 

 

Cyberspace as Singularity 
William Gibson’s 1980s cyberpunk marks the first sustained narrative effort to come 

to terms with the reification of Moore’s Law, the growth of computer networks, and 

the changing spatial paradigms that these entail. Gibson has, moreover, also provided 

the dystopian genre with one of its most memorable spaces, cyberspace, which has 

received both popular and critical acclaim. Gibson’s Sprawl trilogy, in particular, has 
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become ingrained in cultural memory as a standard reference point in relation to 

dystopia, space and contemporary communication technology.47 

 At its core, the Sprawl is about technological singularity: the trilogy details the 

emergence of two great-than-human artificial intelligences, Neuromancer and 

Wintermute, living in computer networks and who combine to form one far-greater-

than-human-intelligence. However, through its exploration of technological 

singularity, Gibson’s fiction also investigates the spatial function that goes along with 

such technological evolution, and asserts dystopia as a spatial singularity.  

 As a consequence of its interest in technological singularity, Gibson’s fiction 

employs the user perspective of computer and Internet technology to create a fictional 

space where the emergence of greater-than-human intelligences can be imagined. 

Consequently, cyberspace is characterized as a function of the thoroughgoing sense of 

dislocation that comes with TCP/IP technologies. Indeed, the data structures that 

inhabit cyberspace, while “there”, seem neither to have any real substance or any 

definite position. Instead, cyberspace is characterized by structures that seem fluid 

rather than solid, and whose position is never presented as fixed. So, while cyberspace 

is envisioned as being an information “grid”, characters are never given the 

coordinates to their destination, having instead to “surf” their way through cyberspace 

while relying on their “console cowboy” intuition for guidance. Just as in the short 

story “Burning Chrome” (1982), the dense data constellations of cyberspace 

represented in the Sprawl trilogy actually obfuscate directional cues rather than 

provide a reliable means of navigation (Gibson 1995: 196-97).  

 In an interview—tellingly entitled “No Maps for These Territories” (2000)—

Gibson explained how he initially had difficulties getting the characters to go from 

one place to the next in Neuromancer. And while Gibson partially attributes his 

difficulty in this respect to his inexperience as a writer, his solution seems to indicate 

that some of his difficulties are related to the technology that he attempts to describe 

as well as to the fluidity that he ascribes to cyberspace. Gibson claims that he moved 

characters between “locations” by imagining Virtual Reality technology as affording 

perspectives in cyberspace. This device, claims Gibson, “opened up interesting 

territory”, but it equally seems to articulate the difficulties inherent to the fictional 

                                                
47 Gibson actually introduced the term “cyberspace” in his 1982 short story “Burning Chrome”. It is the 
Sprawl trilogy however, and especially Neuromancer, that introduced the concept to a larger audience.  
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navigation of cyberspace (Gibson 2003). Certainly, the need for imaginary computer 

peripherals to help envision how characters can move about in cyberspace appears to 

be a clear indication of the amount of effort needed to decode the disorientation 

associated with cyberspace, and to re-encode it as words on the page. Concurrently, 

Gibson expends a considerable amount of textual real estate in conveying the sense of 

disorientation that these user perspectives entail, and in providing clues as to how 

these console cowboys are able to find their way.  

 In the same interview, Gibson somewhat apologetically explains that this 

disorientating aspect of cyberspace could be related to his exposure to computer 

arcades, and especially to his very limited understanding of what actually occurs on 

the computer screen (Gibson 2003). Typing away on a traditional typewriter, Gibson 

had no practical experience with computers and their functions while writing the 

trilogy, and instead relied on his observations of the local arcade as well as his own 

children interacting with video game consoles in order to imagine what cyberspace 

was, and what it looked like. Consequently, it seems reasonable to attribute some of 

the characteristics of Gibson’s cyberspace to the author’s lack of familiarity with the 

technology. After all, how should one conceptualize the inside of computers and 

communication networks without any practical experience? In other words, could the 

sense of disorientation that cyberspace projects in Gibson’s Neuromancer be the 

result of his lack of technological acumen? 

 Yet, besides such mundane concerns, Gibson’s notion of cyberspace also 

seems to be informed by his perception of computers and communication technology. 

That is, Gibson’s vision is not simply an uninformed fantasy of what computers and 

computer networks “look like”, but also offers an insightful understanding of the new 

user perspectives that accompany such technologies and how these might be 

conceptualized. In particular, Gibson’s cyberspace architecture provides a vivid image 

of computer networks and their ability to “hide” where information is stored. As 

TCP/IP technology works to make location redundant, information seems to be 

divorced from space, making the structures that inhibit cyberspace appear devoid of 

location: they are libraries of information that is transient, forever deferring the 

moment when information can be pinned down to one specific location in space. 

Indeed, in the same interview, Gibson hints at this paradox when he comments that 

cyberspace “was suggestive of something, but it had no semantive [sic] content” 
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(ibid.). Gibson’s representation of cyberspace, in other words, effectively captures the 

ability of computer technologies to create the illusion of the disintegration of spatial 

coordinate systems.  

 From the perspective of the dystopian genre, cyberspace and its representation 

of the dislocation of knowledge from space is an important intervention. As with 

earlier forms of communication technology, the Internet suggests a user perspective 

that overlaps to a considerable degree with the spatial poetics that characterize 

utopian and dystopian fiction. Isolated from ordinary Euclidean space and 

characterized by a homogeneous topography because of the uniform availability of 

information, the spatial attributes of cyberspace correspond to the two main 

constituents of utopian and dystopian poetics.  

 However, cyberspace also expands on the notion of dystopia. Although earlier 

forms of dystopian space were already concerned with the disorientating user 

perspectives of telecommunication technologies, cyberspace is able to project a sense 

of disorientation at a much more fundamental level and to generate a different kind of 

dystopian space. As already explained, TCP/IP technology is highly effective at 

suggesting the successful erasure of space as a limiting factor to knowledge. This 

removal of space as a concern turns cyberspace into a spatial singularity: a point of 

information of infinite density and compactness. In effect, cyberspace is so dense and 

so uniform, that it constitutes an implosion of space and a suspension of Euclidean 

geometry. Cyber “space”, in other words, no longer functions as space, but rather as a 

spatial singularity of infinite density. 

 Cyberspace’s singular nature and the accompanying suspension of Euclidian 

geometry both supports and undermines traditional dystopian narrative strategies. On 

the one hand, cyberspace appears to operate as an ordinary dystopian construct. It 

proposes a “utopian” opening diegesis which is isolated and uniform, and which is 

then subverted through the introduction of sites of opposition. On the other hand, the 

implosion of the Euclidian space that cyberspace represents obstructs this traditional 

dystopian device to some extent. As all positions are in the same place at the same 

time in cyberspace, sites of opposition begin to overlap with sites of ideological 

conformity. In this way, the implosion of Euclidian space in cyberspace produces the 

implosion of the concept of dystopia, as structures of ideological conformity and 

contention occupy the same space.  
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 Gibson’s fiction directly articulates this intrusion of singularity into the 

dystopian genre. It engages with earlier forms of dystopian space and deconstructs 

them, while simultaneously citing the dystopian tradition and questioning its system 

of—spatial—narrative strategies. In the sections “The Postmodern Architecture of 

Cyberspace”, “Jacking in” and “Posthuman Bodies”, I will explore how cyberspace 

deconstructs traditional dystopian spaces, namely the metropolis, phenomenological 

space and the body, respectively. Following on from these observations, I will argue 

in the section “Critical Dystopia?” that this deconstruction of dystopian spaces, 

through singularity, results in the deconstruction of traditional notions of dystopia. 

 

The Postmodern Architecture of Cyberspace 

The first spatial construct that Gibson’s cyberspace engages with is the conventional 

metropolitan dystopia. As explained in chapter 3, the metropolis emerged in 

nineteenth-century fiction as the first dystopian space. Set almost exclusively in New 

York, Paris and London, early dystopian fiction established the metropolis as a 

standard dystopian construct. This is, of course, not to suggest that urban areas have 

no currency in later dystopian narrative. Indeed, as filmic narratives such as Ridley 

Scott’s Bladerunner (1982), demonstrate that the visual potential of the city continues 

to elicit dystopian responses in more contemporary contexts, alongside newer 

dystopian constructs. In spite of these developments, however, the metropolis remains 

a conventional dystopian space because of its strong association with the emergence 

of the genre. It is with this conventional dystopia that Gibson’s cyberspace engages 

by citing some of the urban characteristics of these early dystopian constructs and 

replacing them with a spatial singularity.  

 Predominantly, Gibson’s deconstruction of metropolitan dystopia takes place 

in the realm of architecture. The traditional dystopian metropolis mobilizes modernist 

architecture to articulate a grand scheme to co-opt space, and to make it part of 

ideology, using, for example, the verticality of the metropolis to help encode power 

struggle. Cyberspace cites some of this architectural language by constructing large 

towers of corporate data as well as by representing extensive, suburban-like grids of 

information.  

 Crucially, however, cyberspace’s quotation of modernist architecture is a form 

of pastiche that is part of its use of postmodern design logic. Cyberspace lets go of 
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space as something that can be controlled from the top down, or indeed controlled at 

all. Instead, postmodern cyberpunk dystopias revel in the chaos of the information 

realm and its dislocation of knowledge from space. This delight can be seen reflected 

in an architectural language that combines modernist design cues with mathematical 

grids, video game graphics, MTV music videos and commercials to construct an 

architecture that is liquid, on the move, transparent, luminous and shadow-like all at 

the same time. In this way, cyberspace suspends the traditional Euclidean geometries 

which characterize traditional dystopian space to represent the spatial singularity of 

the user perspective of Internet technologies. In what follows I will first discuss the 

importance of modernist architecture in traditional dystopian narrative and then move 

on to show how cyberpunk comments on this tradition by inserting a particular variety 

of fictional postmodern architecture into the dystopian genre, in order to create a 

spatial singularity.  

 Traditional dystopian narrative is informed by the metropolis. Most of the 

city’s potential as a dystopian construct, whether in nineteenth-century or more 

contemporary fiction, appears to be due to its architecture. With its skyscrapers, 

infrastructure, grid patterns and sprawling urbanity, the metropolis presents itself as 

the ultimate form of the subjection of space. It is this molding of physical space to 

help create and articulate social relationships that is useful in the expression of 

dystopian sentiment. Certainly, as a system of representation, the metropolis’ high-

rise structures symbolize power, while the ant-like movements of the pedestrians 

below bespeak the insignificance of the individual. Because of its domestication of 

space, then, the metropolis is ideally suited as a setting in which to act out the 

ideological experiments of dystopian fiction as power and the subversion of power are 

easily translated into towering urban structures and their spectacular destruction 

respectively.  

 Given this straightforward translation of plot devices into architecture and its 

narrative and architectural functionalism, the metropolis in its role as dystopian space 

might be labeled a “modernist” device. Here, the shape of the diegetic space is 

subservient to its narrative function, just as, for example, the Rockefeller center uses 

“every modernist trick in the book to continue that practice of building monuments 

that soared ever higher as symbols of corporate power” (Harvey 71). By extension, 

the descriptions of these dystopian spaces articulate the architectural language of 
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Modernism avant la lettre. These texts portray highly practical spaces with few 

design cues and in which the only forms of ornamentation turn out to be functional 

objects such as speaking tubes, food dispensers or restaurant menus, as in Donnelly’s 

description of a hotel dining room in Caesar’s Column (1890):  

 

But as I found myself growing hungry I descended to the dining-room. It is 
three hundred feet long: a vast multitude were there eating in perfect silence. 
It is considered bad form to interrupt digestion with speech, as such a practice 
tends to draw the vital powers, it is said, away from the stomach to the head. 
Our forefathers were expected to shine in conversation, and be wise and witty 
while gulping their food between brilliant passages. I sat down at a table to 
which I was marshaled by a grave and reverend seignior in an imposing 
uniform. As I took my seat my weight set some machinery in motion. A few 
feet in front of me suddenly rose out of the table a large upright mirror, or 
such I took it to be; but instantly there appeared on its surface a grand bill of 
fare, each article being numbered. (Donnelly) 

 

Here, Donnelly’s text puts great emphasis on the functionality that informs the 

architecture of a hotel in downtown Manhattan. The imposing space of the dining 

room is characterized by a design that allows no distractions from the business at 

hand. Any ornamentation (i.e. the mirror) is quickly revealed to have a functional 

purpose or efficiently folds away so as to not upset the space’s quiet functionality. 

Running counter to the stylistic excesses of Victorian and Edwardian architecture, 

then, these fictional, dystopian architectures avoid all ornamentation in order to focus 

on function and clarity of form. As such, in both its actual, narrative function, as well 

as in its imagined architecture, the dystopian metropolis concurs with the modernist 

design aesthetic that accompanied the emergence of the metropolitan areas that form 

much of the inspiration for science fiction of that earlier period. 

 Gibson’s dystopian cyberspace, by contrast, is structured around a postmodern 

architectural aesthetic. Although its towers of corporate data intimate a similar sense 

of power and monumentalism as the vertical structures of Donnelly’s imaginary New 

York, their (lack of) orientation in space, as well as their extravagant appearance, 

create an entirely different kind of dystopian space and aesthetic appeal. Rather than 

using the “function over form” approach, Gibson creates a diegetic space in the 

Sprawl trilogy which is mostly functionless. That is, while individual structures still 

perform a representational task (“towers” of data that represent corporate wealth or 

“ice castles” that symbolize the defenses around these data), these buildings cannot be 
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seen as “doing” anything as such. So, while the hotel in Donnelly’s New York still 

performs the actual function of accommodating guests, the towers of data in Gibson’s 

cyberspace cannot be seen to perform any function whatsoever. They simply “are” as 

representations of data.  

 Concurrently, the architecture of Gibson’s cyberspace is characterized by the 

appearance of rather than by the buildings’ actual functionality. Indeed, most of the 

narrative real estate in the Sprawl trilogy is invested in the creation of outlandish 

ornamentation and visual construction for these structures as Gibson characterizes 

cyberspace by an ostentatious display of colors, shapes and movement: 

 

Case punched for the Swiss banking sector, feeling a wave of exhilaration as 
cyberspace shivered, blurred, gelled. The Eastern Seaboard Fission Authority 
was gone, replaced by the cool geometric intricacy of Zurich commercial 
banking. He punched again for Berne. […] They ascended through lattices of 
light, levels strobing, a blue flicker. […] Wintermute was a simple cube of 
white light, that very simplicity suggesting extreme complexity. […] Case 
punched within four grid points of the cube. Its blank face, towering above 
him now, began to seethe with faint internal shadows, as though a thousand 
dancers whirled behind a vast sheet of frosted glass. […] A stippled gray 
circle formed on the face of the cube. […] The gray area bulged smoothly, 
became a sphere, and detached itself from the cube. Case felt the edge of the 
deck sting his palm as he slapped MAX REVERSE. The matrix blurred 
backwards; they plunged down a twilit shaft of Swiss banks. (Gibson 1986b: 
115-16) 

 

Here, Gibson mixes modernist architecture (imposing Swiss banks) and mathematical 

shapes with a rococo display of data couched in the visual language of video games 

(strobing levels) and MTV music videos (blurring, gelled, seething shadows like a 

thousand dancers), thus removing dystopian space ever further from the dark, grey 

functionalism that informs fictional nineteenth-century metropolitan dystopias.  

 Perhaps even more importantly, the various architectural design styles of 

cyberspace bespeak an interest in the eclecticism that underlies postmodern culture. 

As Lyotard has claimed, “[e]clecticism is the degree zero of contemporary general 

culture”, and Gibson’s cyberspace can be seen to be built up around a similar desire to 

combine multiple, disparate design languages into a single artifact (Lyotard 76). Part 

nineteenth-century metropolitan pastiche, part advertisement, part music video, part 

video game, part fractal landscape and part mathematical grid, cyberspace mixes 

several design strategies from “high” and “low” culture to arrive at a diverse selection 
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of styles whose main function appears to be to comment on traditional notions of 

aesthetic, rather than to create a new kind of “beauty”. Indeed, Gibson’s cyberspace 

and its citation of various design styles concurs with David Harvey’s 

conceptualization of postmodern architecture: 

 

In the field of architecture and urban design, I take postmodernism broadly to 
signify a break with the modernist idea that planning and development should 
focus on large-scale, metropolitan-wide technologically rational and efficient 
urban plans, backed by absolutely no-frills architecture (the austere 
“functionalist” surfaces of “international style” modernism). Postmodernism 
cultivates, instead, a conception of the urban fabric as necessarily fragmented, 
a “palimpsest” of past forms superimposed upon each other, and a “collage” 
of current uses, many of which may be ephemeral. (Harvey 66) 

 

Through its use of postmodern architecture, in short, Gibson’s cyberspace presents a 

space that is fragmented and disorientating because several superimposed design 

languages hide the function of its data structures.   

 It is important to note that, in spite of Gibson’s successful mobilization of 

postmodern architecture to represent cyberspace, computer and Internet technologies 

have, at times, also been seen as articulations of some of the principles behind 

modernist architecture and art. Scott Bukatman, for instance, points towards a 1990 

exhibition in the Museum of Modern Art called “Information Art: Diagramming 

Microchips” which linked contemporary communication technology with modernist 

aesthetics. In this exhibition, the purely functional design of microprocessors could be 

seen to echo some of the design principles of modernism, as Bukatman explains: 

 

Sponsored by INTEL, the show presented enlargements of computer-
produced diagrams of an aerial view of urban sprawl (this resemblance is no 
coincidence—the chip, like the city, is designed for ease of circulation, 
constant flow, and a dense maximization of available space). At the same time 
their positioning on MOMA’s walls inevitably suggested the modernist 
patterns of Piet Mondrian and others. (Bukatman 110) 

 

At least within the context of MOMA, then, the ideas of simplification of form and 

emphasis on function that are behind the design of computer chips, can be seen to 

resemble the characteristics of modernist art and architecture. In this way, the grid-

like patterns and understated intricacies of the microprocessor diagrams can be 

interpreted as particularly modernist visions of the spaces of computer technology. 
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Fig. 20: Plot on paper of Intel’s 386 microprocessor as displayed at MOMA in 1990. 

Source: Bukatman, Scott. Terminal Identity: The Virtual Subject in Post-Modern Science Fiction. 
Durham: Duke UP, 1993. 110. Print. 

 

This modernist interpretation of the spaces of contemporary communication 

technology stands in stark contrast to, for example, the postmodern architectures that 

inhabit Gibson’s cyberspace. That is, the notion that microprocessor designs resemble 

maps of modernist architecture, with clear, logical and functional coordinate systems, 

seems incongruent with the sense of displacement and vertigo that cyberspace more 

generally articulates. As an attempt to envision the space of the computer, then, the 

“Information Art” exhibition appears to contradict some of the observations that I 

have made in relation to the imaginative spaces of telecommunication technology. 

 For Bukatman, writing about the virtual subject in postmodernity, the solution 

to these conflicting visions of communication technology lies in the denial of the 

effective aestheticization of the object by the modernist view. By denying that placing 

enlargements of microprocessor designs in MOMA makes these chips any more 

accessible or meaningful, Bukatman attempts to trivialize both this particular 

exposition as well as the more general vision of technological space that it presents: 
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Within the context of industrial design, the exhibition made perfect sense as 
an extension of the Bauhausian ideal of form following function, but it was 
still unsettling to see well-heeled patrons of the arts scrutinizing these 
complex surfaces for hidden meanings, as though the chip, now susceptible to 
vision, was somehow also susceptible to knowledge. […] But the enlargement 
and aestheticization of the chip does not render it more accessible. (Bukatman 
110-11) 

 

 For my part, the tension between these two conflicting visions of 

technological space is resolved if one takes into account the referents of these visions. 

It is here that the notion of dispositif can be made productive and can help to 

understand the differences behind these different spatial visions. In the case of the 

MOMA exhibition, what is displayed is the technological substrate itself, revealed in 

a way in which it can ordinarily not be seen. By making microprocessor design visible 

in this way, the exhibition not only calls attention to the microprocessor as “one of the 

most sophisticated products of our technological society”, but also the artisanship 

involved in the creation of this object (“Exhibition Fact Sheet”). By extension, the 

exhibition questions the relationship between craftsmanship and Art, as well as the 

MOMA’s own authority in establishing the public perception of this relationship. In 

other words, behind the façade of images of microchips that suggest modernist 

aesthetics, the “Information Art” exhibition is not so much concerned with finding 

meaning in microprocessor design as it is with “simply” displaying technological 

artifacts and raising questions about their status as art.   

 By way of contrast, the concept of cyberspace pertains not to the “real” 

technological substrate, but to the user perspective offered by these communication 

devices. Gibson’s vision of a data realm with an eclectic set of architectural styles and 

shapes, where forms are spectacularly ornamental, refers not to microprocessor 

blueprints, but amounts to the author’s interpretation of video arcades and the 

implications of early computer networks. Rather than a vision of computer processors 

or Internet switches, then, Gibson’s cyberspace is an interpretation of the user 

perspective that these technologies suggest. “Information Art” and cyberspace, in 

short, respond to different aspects of the same dispositif. This understanding not only 

removes the contradiction that the modernist images of microprocessors appear to 

pose to the postmodern architecture of cyberspace, it also highlights the specific 

nature of the technologies themselves and the user perspectives that these 

technologies present. 
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 I want to suggest that by incorporating postmodern architecture into the 

fictional worlds of his writing, Gibson’s cyberspace makes an important intervention 

into the dystopian genre. Its citation of modernist metropolitan spaces echoes the 

origins of the dystopian genre, while its eclectic selection of functionless, ornamental 

features from various “low” cultural origins helps to create a sense of dislocation and 

erasure of space that continues the contraction of dystopian space that has occurred 

over the course of the twentieth century. Cyberspace, in other words, deconstructs 

traditional metropolitan dystopian space by using some of its design logic (i.e. the use 

of architecture to represent ideological struggle) but then subverts this logic by 

stripping its structures of their spatial integrity and function. So whereas in 

nineteenth-century dystopia the metropolis served the function of structurally 

representing specific ideologies and their subversion, urban symbols in cyberpunk 

represent the loss of meaning of space and the function that the dystopian genre 

customarily attaches to it. 

 In this way, the postmodern architecture of cyberspace not only subverts the 

traditional conceit of dystopian narrative, it also begins to question its assumption of 

the stability of space as a concept. Seeing the various postmodern design cues of 

cyberspace as part of the contraction of dystopian space that potentially leads toward 

singularity, involves understanding the spatial function that postmodern architecture 

and culture perform. That is, postmodernism’s use of collage and quotation are not 

simply “gimmicks” that upset the status quo and the stern functionalism of modernist 

design. Rather, this architectural style also articulates an underlying logic about what 

space is. As Bukatman explains, postmodernism entails calling into question the 

traditional notion of space as stable, measurable and understandable:  

 

Invisible spaces now dominate, as the city of the modernist era is replaced by 
the non-place urban realm and outer space is superseded by cyberspace. 
According to Jameson, the postmodern era is marked by, among other things, 
a fundamental sense of disorientation within “the bewildering world space of 
late multinational capital.” The works of postmodernism either emphasize that 
sense of dislocation or produce some form of cognitive mapping so that the 
subject can comprehend the new terms of existence. (Bukatman 6)  

 

The eclectic nature and ornate style of postmodern architecture, then, can be seen to 

express such a notion of space. As a design language that focuses on playfulness, 

pastiche, collage and ornamentation, postmodernism does not generate a sense of 
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space as “truth”, but foregrounds that space is inherently fabricated and depends for 

its meaning on contextual design languages. Ultimately, this brings about a sense of 

disorientation, as previously stable points of reference are voided of meaning and 

replaced with the relative truths of multiple design languages.   

  Dystopia, then, emerges as the “cognitive mapping” that Bukatman refers to 

in the sense that it provides a consistent, narrative effort to imagine the consequences 

of postmodern cultural developments and technological change (ibid.). Certainly, 

dystopian narrative in its role as part of the telecommunication dispositif provides a 

“map” that can be used to “decode” some the effects of Internet technology on space, 

as well as the new user perspectives that contemporary communication devices bring 

with them. Moreover, the dislocating and disorientating aspect of postmodern 

architecture effectively deconstructs the traditional notions of dystopian space that 

relied on the straightforward transposition of ideological concerns onto architecture. 

In this way, cyberspace as singularity also begins to “map” the deconstruction of the 

dystopian genre.  

 

Jacking in 
The second way in which cyberspace intervenes in the dystopian genre is through its 

engagement with the concept of dystopia as a phenomenological space. In chapter 3 I 

argued that the dystopian genre developed from a type of literature that initially used 

the city exclusively as diegetic space, to a genre that employed a number of spaces to 

help encode power and the subversion of power. The first of these spaces, I 

demonstrated, was introduced by the fiction of E.M. Forster. First published in 1909, 

Forster’s short story “The Machine Stops” introduced the idea that not just a city and 

its architecture can be used to construct a utopian space and show its subversion, I 

argued that a phenomenological space can be used to achieve a similar effect. I also 

showed that this narrative invention is intimately related to dystopia’s entry as an 

institutionalized response into the telecommunication dispositif and constituted a 

contraction of the concept of dystopian space. 

 Forster’s short story narrates a world wherein machines and 

telecommunication technology have taken over. Forster imagines a future, 

subterranean world where each human lives alone in a hexagonal cell where their 

needs are catered for by an omnipresent Machine. Moreover, all communication 
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occurs by “cinematophote”: an extrapolation of telegraph and telephone technology 

by Forster that resembles the television. This world is initially displayed as utopian, in 

the sense that the diegetic space is represented as isolated and homogenous. Within 

this “utopian” construct dissent begins to spread as one of the characters decides to 

leave the Machine-controlled world to explore the space beyond.  

 Forster’s short story expands on traditional metropolitan dystopias by 

proposing the notion that ideology and the subversion of ideology can be narratively 

expressed through more than just urban structures. Indeed, in “The Machine Stops”, 

conformity with and the subversion of ideology are articulated not in architecture, but 

are rather expressed in exposure to and exclusion from the Machine and 

cinematophote’s stream of information. Within this system, conformity entails 

watching and listening to the cinematophote, while dissent involves stepping outside 

of the blue glow of the cinematophote’s sphere of influence. In this way, the narrative 

proposes that subverting the initial utopian construct also no longer has to do with 

breaking down the physical structures that represent it. So, whereas Donnelly’s New 

York has to burn down as a means of communicating the subversion of the dominant 

ideology, Forster’s machine world begins to crumble as one of its citizens steps 

outside the influence of the “cinematophote” and begins to see, hear and feel for 

himself. Forster’s narrative, in short, suggests that, alongside urban space, 

phenomenological space can also be used to encode conformity and dissent. 

 In the same way that cyberspace uses and abuses the urban spaces of 

nineteenth-century metropolitan dystopias, it also engages with the phenomenological 

space that Forster’s fiction proposes. That is, just as cyberspace cites the modernist 

architecture which characterizes traditional dystopian narrative in order to deconstruct 

it, so does it make use of Forster’s phenomenological space. On the one hand, 

Gibson’s narrative echoes the extrapolation of contemporary telecommunication 

technology in Forster’s short story and its ability to articulate the user perspectives 

that accompany such technologies and which suggest verisimilitude. Just as Forster’s 

“cinematophote” allows characters to remain in their cells and still access a world of 

information, so does the “Ono Sendai deck” provide Gibson’s characters with access 

to all of the information stored in cyberspace. In fact, Gibson’s concept of cyberspace, 

as well as other popular conceptions of computers and user perspectives such as the 

idea of the matrix, are obviously much indebted to Forster’s fiction. Indeed, the idea 
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of a Machine city and the notion of humankind’s dependency on computers to provide 

sense data have become staple features of science fiction. Certainly, the images of 

communication interfaces that Gibson and Forster create initially appear to be very 

similar, as both texts show technology users as seated and reclining in comfort while 

information from around the globe takes shape before their eyes.  

 On the other hand, Gibson’s cyberspace also deconstructs the dystopian, 

phenomenological space that Forster first suggested. While both texts show concepts 

of user perspective that are ostensibly similar, Gibson’s cyberspace no longer makes 

use of the clear-cut spatial representation that characterizes Forster’s cyberspace 

antecedent. So just as postmodern architecture questions the spatial certainties of the 

modernist metropolis, so too does cyberspace interrogate the easy, straightforward 

translation of ideology into user perspective that informs “The Machine Stops”. In 

Forster’s text, for example, all coordinates in the technological space of the text 

equally conform to the “bad” dominant ideology, while all locations outside of this 

space represent subversive beliefs. In effect, Forster creates a dystopian technological 

realm and a utopian pastoral counterpart.  

 By contrast, Gibson’s cyberspace deconstructs this easy distribution of 

ideological concerns. Indeed, the Sprawl trilogy proposes that cyberspace is a spatial 

singularity of infinite density that represents both dominant and subversive ideologies 

at the same time. In this way, the user perspective of communication technologies is 

no longer associated with just conformity with dominant ideology, but it also allows 

for the spatial representation of subversion. In fact, a considerable portion of Gibson’s 

fiction is concerned with rendering the phenomenology of cyberspace as a site of 

contestation. Without a doubt, the console cowboys that make up the bulk of Gibson’s 

characters are low-life, high-technology adepts who subvert the status quo of 

corporate data entities from hijacked servers. In this way, Gibson’s fiction represents 

the user perspective that characterizes communication technologies bring along not 

simply as conformity to a dominant paradigm of technocracy that effaces 

individuality, but as a space of opportunity that can foster new forms of agency and 

resistance in an increasingly corporatized and globalized setting. Unlike Forster’s 

Machine world, the phenomenology of cyberspace is, therefore, no longer just the 

representation of conformity but also allows for the mediation of both conformity and 

subversion.  
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 Gibson’s fiction encodes this erosion of the straightforward spatial distribution 

of ideology by providing a user perspective that disorients and confuses, rather than 

supply a consistent phenomenological experience. Indeed, unlike Forster’s 

“cinematophote”, the “Ono Sendai deck” gives rise to a sensory experience that seems 

inherently incompatible with the human sensorium. For example, in Count Zero, a trip 

through cyberspace is described as a collection of sensory data inputs that are 

unsuited for its human user: 

 

Ten seconds later, his eyes were open. He clutched the green foam and fought 
his nausea. Again, he closed his eyes…It came on, again, gradually, a 
flickering, nonlinear flood of fact and sensory data, a kind of narrative 
conveyed in surreal jump cuts and juxtapositions. It was vaguely like riding a 
roller coaster that phased in and out of existence at random, impossibly rapid 
intervals, changing altitude, attack, and direction with each pulse of 
nothingness, except that the shifts had nothing to do with any physical 
orientation but rather with lightning alternations in paradigm and symbol 
system. The data had never been intended for human input. (Gibson 1986a: 
23-24) 

 

Here, data is imagined as a combination of sight, balance, acceleration and kinesthetic 

senses that confuses its user to the point of him becoming physically ill. Unlike 

Forster’s technology where users can expect a comfortable phenomenological and 

spatial experience, cyberspace confounds its users with a synesthetia of sense data 

that seems inherently “unnatural”. Resembling motion sickness, the experience 

articulates the extent to which the phenomenology of cyberspace is unable to provide 

stable reference points or straightforward ideological positions.  

 Gibson’s fiction, then, exploits the idea of phenomenological dystopia to 

arrive at its concept of a dystopian singularity. On the one hand, Gibson’s fiction 

echoes Forster’s idea of a machine-driven, technocratic space where user perspective 

coincides with ideological position-taking. On the other hand, cyberspace questions 

much of the ideological and spatial certainties of Forster’s phenomenological 

dystopia. Whereas in Forster’s fiction user perspectives consistently correlate with 

ideological positions in, cyberspace offers no such certainties. Instead, cyberspace 

condenses all manner of ideologies to the extent that they begin to overlap spatially. 

In this way, it is no longer possible to easily separate conformity and dissent and 

identify allegiance by locating characters in the diegetic space. Concurrently, 
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cyberspace provides its users with a confusing, synesthetic array of sense data that 

confuse and disorient the characters represented in these texts.  

 

Posthuman Bodies  
Finally, cyberspace also engages with dystopian, panoptic literature and the idea that 

the body can act as an effective site of ideological control. As with its interaction with 

other forms of dystopian narrative, cyberspace quotes this particular form of dystopia 

by foregrounding an interest in the body and its observation, while simultaneously 

deconstructing this narrative strategy through a problematization of the status of the 

body.  

 In chapter 4, I tracked the development of the dystopian genre and 

telecommunication dispositif, and argued that the panoptic characteristics of 

television technology enabling the body to become productive in the control of 

ideological space. For example, narratives such as Orwell’s Nineteen Eighty-Four are 

not structurally informed by architecture or sense data as is the case with earlier 

dystopias, but instead this text relies on the body to express the exertion and 

subversion of power. In Orwell’s text, ideological control is maintained through the 

panoptic surveillance of the body, which carefully manages submission to the 

dominant regime by making bodies perform otherwise meaningless ritualistic 

exercises. In this way, physical exercise, marching, singing and working become part 

of a carefully constructed choreography of compliance. Similarly, dissent and 

resistance to dominant ideology are also expressed through the body. In Nineteen 

Eighty-Four, resistance takes the form of physical activities, such as writing and 

sexual intercourse, which activities place the body in positions that are not state-

sanctioned and are not part of the legal corpus of physical movement.  

 Cyberspace inherits some of this fascination with panoptic surveillance 

technology and the body that informs texts such as Nineteen Eighty-Four. Indeed, as 

with Orwell’s dystopian classic, texts such as Gibson’s Sprawl trilogy express a 

similar interest in the surveillance capabilities of communication hardware, and 

especially an awareness of the extent to which technology allows for this observation 

to remain undetected. So just as the “telescreen” in Nineteen Eighty-Four allows Big 

Brother and the Party to observe without being observed themselves, cyberspace 

makes possible the furtive observation of digital agents. Concurrently, much of 
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Gibson’s text revolves around characters attempting to find their way through 

cyberspace undetected, even if no obvious form of observation is immediately 

apparent. Indeed, it is the mere possibility of unverifiable observation that lends these 

texts their Chandleresque, hard-boiled-detective-fiction quality as characters 

continually seek to take furtive action unseen by unnamed, undetected observers.  

 Unlike Nineteen Eighty-Four, however, Gibson’s Sprawl trilogy does not use 

the body as a target for ideological control. In spite of its interest in panoptic 

surveillance, Gibson’s fiction does not direct its representation of ideological control 

to the observation of the body and its position in space. Instead, bodies in cyberspace, 

while under the constant threat of unverifiable observation, seem to afford characters 

a sense of freedom as they fly and surf the data realm. Indeed, there is no systemic 

effort exerted to control these bodies or to have them perform the kind of regimented 

movements dictated by a governing body as in Orwell’s dystopia. Importantly 

moreover, the panoptic capabilities of cyberspace and its subsequent failure to reify 

surveillance in forms of physical control are related to the nature of the bodies 

involved in this type of fiction. Unlike Winston and Julia in Nineteen Eighty-Four, 

Case, Wintermute and Neuromancer have no “physical” presence in the dystopian 

space of the Sprawl trilogy with which to conform to a dominant ideology. Instead, 

their bodies are avatars that represent their mental presence.  

 While these cyberbodies ostensibly offer their users considerable freedoms, 

they also erode traditional notions of the body itself along with a set of associated 

“stable” concepts such as agency, subjectivity and individuality. Initially, the notion 

of the embodied computer user betrays a “series of cultural assumptions about 

computers and human bodies” (Lupton 99). As with, for example, the idea of 

computer viruses and infections, the avatar is a popular and technical representation 

which draws on “discourses that assume that computers themselves are humanoid and 

embodied”, as well as the idea that consciousness should “materialize” as a body 

inside computer networks (ibid.).  

 Ironically, this tendency to understand new technologies along the lines of 

bodies and bodily functions interferes with the notion of a stable, physical form and 

the conventional mind-body dualism that informs it. Certainly, in the case of Gibson’s 

cyberbodies, the physical “freedom” bought by transferring consciousness to an 

avatar comes at the cost of a loss of coherency of the individual as characters lose 
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pieces of themselves, both of their minds and their bodies, in the complexities of 

computer networks. For example, Case, the protagonist of Neuromancer, pays dearly 

for his prowess as a console cowboy when he is caught stealing from his employer. 

As punishment for his betrayal, Case’s real, “wetware” central nervous system is 

damaged by a myotoxin that affects his mind and personality that prevents him from 

interfacing with cyberspace. In other words, Case’s virtual corporate infidelity has 

real-world consequences which, in turn, affect cyberspace. In this way, the distinction 

between body, mind, and cyberspace representation begins to collapse. Similarly, 

Wintermute, an artificial intelligence in Neuromancer, controls a human agent to help 

it influence the physical world outside of cyberspace. Assuming the role of 

psychiatrist, the computer program brings about insanity and multiple personality 

disorder in its human agent to effectively control its worldly assets. Again, the 

seamless interaction between technology, bodies and the mind results in the 

deconstruction of the vestigial space of the body, challenging its autonomy as well as 

the concepts of agency and subjective coherency that go along with it.  

 Concurrently, the Sprawl trilogy is also concerned with the posthuman more 

generally. That is, besides cyberbodies, the augmentation and adaptation of “real” 

bodies is also an important factor in Gibson’s oeuvre. Indeed, outside of cyberspace, 

characters can be seen to augment their bodies with technology, ranging from 

prosthetic limbs and sexual implants to computational devices. As with cyberbodies, 

these posthuman cyborgs at some level grant new, previously unexperienced bodily 

freedoms. Just as Donna Haraway uses the notion of the cyborg to renegotiate gender 

stereotypes in “A Cyborg Manifesto”, so too Gibson challenges traditional categories 

of male, female, human and machine so as to allow his characters to be whatever they 

may choose to be. The posthuman cyborg form, in other words, allows for the body to 

be recast from conventional cultural molds into whatever form the user chooses—at 

least apparently.  

 As with cyberbodies, however, the cyborg also entails a loss of the body as a 

stable and reliable category. Even Haraway, for all her enthusiasm in exploring the 

possibilities of the cyborg and its deconstruction of gender roles, also conveys a sense 

of bereavement as she describes the effects of machine-human interfaces: 

 

Late 20th-century machines have made thoroughly ambiguous the difference 
between natural and artificial, mind and body, self-developing and externally 
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designed, and many other distinctions that used to apply to organisms and 
machines. Our machines are disturbingly lively, and we ourselves 
frighteningly inert. (Haraway 152) 

 

Here, Haraway’s use of “disturbingly” and “frighteningly” signals the idea that 

something “natural” is lost through the body of the cyborg, even if machine-human 

interfaces hold considerable promise. Indeed, as Haraway explains, the cyborg makes 

the body permeable to the effects of technology and so erodes the comfortable idea of 

the natural body, turning it into a machine and tool instead. In the interview “No 

Maps for These Territories”, Gibson also bemoans to some extent the influence of 

technology on the “natural”, “unmediated” human:  

 

I think we have been growing a sort of prosthetic, extended nervous system 
for the last hundred years or so and it’s really starting to take, you know. It’s 
really, really starting to grow now. We are dealing with something that has 
penetrated virtually every corner of the human universe now. It is increasingly 
difficult to find people who have not been affected by media. It is very 
difficult to find non-mediated human beings, whereas in the 1920s you could 
get back in the Appalachians and record musicians who had never heard 
recorded music. And I think those early recording sound fundamentally 
different. Something very different was going on then and something changed. 
(Gibson 2003) 

 

These McLuhanesque observations by Gibson and Haraway, then, conceptualize the 

posthuman body as both promise and as the decline of a “natural” state.  

 As such, the cyberbody and cyborg reveal themselves as the potent fusion of 

technology and the body, as well as a transgression of the borders of the natural by the 

artificial. Indeed, the posthuman form blurs the distinction between body and tool, 

thus eroding the concept of the secure, stable, discrete body, as well as agency, 

identity and subjectivity. The posthuman, in other words, dissolves the category of the 

body into a range of ontological question marks about the nature of what is “human”, 

as Bukatman explains: 

 

So far, the body has remained largely protected, a boundary that might be 
transgressed, but a boundary and limit point nevertheless. Yet, within these 
discourses, the body is hardly inviolate—it is instead a site of almost endless 
dissolution. From here the language of terminal identity becomes increasingly 
de-formed of the human, as the subject is simulated, morphed, modified, 
retooled, genetically engineered, and even dissolved. (Bukatman 244) 
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 Unlike narratives such as Nineteen Eighty-Four, then, Gibson’s Sprawl trilogy 

does not presuppose the stability of the body in its representation of ideological 

control. Rather, cyberspace raises the question of what the body is and what it 

represents. Whereas in Orwell’s classic novel the body is “simply” the seat of 

consciousness, the last hurdle in the unmediated punishment of “thoughtcrime”, the 

Sprawl trilogy makes the body simultaneously primitive, biological wetware, 

hardware tool, seat of consciousness, representation of consciousness and 

consciousness itself. Here, the panoptic surveillance of Internet technologies acts as a 

witness to the dissolution of the body as a distinct ontological category, rather than 

the means to precisely control its orientation in ideological space.  

 From the perspective of the dystopian genre, cyberspace’s engagement with 

these posthuman forms signals both its compliance with earlier forms of this narrative 

tradition as well as its deconstruction of standard, dystopian spatial poetics. On the 

one hand, Gibson’s cyberspace quotes the standard tropes of telecommunication 

technology and panoptic surveillance. In fact, the idea of panoptic communication 

devices forms the backbone of much of the narrative, providing both cops-and-

robbers narrative content as well as its tech-noir, detective-novel style. On the other 

hand, cyberspace deconstructs this dystopian tradition by calling into question the 

stability of its main ingredient. As the primary objects of observation, cyberbodies do 

not represent stable physical forms that can be punished and disciplined to produce 

“practiced, docile bodies” (Foucault 1991: 138), nor do they represent a stable sense 

of identity and agency that can be aligned with an ideological position in a 

straightforward manner.  

 As a result of this deconstruction of dystopian, bodily space, cyberspace 

continues the contraction of dystopian space as part of its role in the communication 

dispositif. As with its quotation of dystopian metropolitan and phenomenological 

spaces, cyberspace nullifies much of the spatial poetics that informed earlier forms of 

dystopia to construct a spatial singularity. That is, cyberspace’s reliance on 

posthuman bodies and technological singularity performs a spatial function that is 

similar to its use of postmodern architectural styles and synesthetic sense data. Here, 

posthuman bodies function to question the vestigial space of the body. As both minds 

and external technologies begin to encroach on form to create cyberbodies and 

cyborgs, the meaning of the body itself begins to dissolve. Indeed, the “finishing line” 
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that indicates where the body begins and ends recedes as technology and minds 

advance to co-opt its wetware.  

 In terms of dystopia, what cyberspace offers in return for the loss of the body 

as a stable category and site of ideological control is the nil-space of cyberspace itself. 

By condensing all manner of ideological positions as well as different natural and 

technological routines onto the body, cyberspace turns the human form into a dense 

network of functions. In this way, it is no longer possible to easily separate 

conformity and dissent and identify allegiance by locating characters in the diegetic 

space. Physical posturing can no longer be said to express relationships to dominant 

ideology. Instead, the panoptic machinery of cyberspace allows readers to become 

witness to the infinite density of functions that the cyberbody represents. As a result, 

the constant surveillance of the avatar form reveals “a body grown in on itself, a 

Gothic folly” (Gibson 1986b: 172). Moreover, this condensation of functions onto 

posthuman bodies mirrors the concentration of data that informs cyberspace more 

generally. Just as Internet technologies suggest infinite density of data realms by 

dislocating information, the disruption of the “traditional” role of the body also 

creates cyberbodies that can perform an endless number of functions in the same 

“space”.  

 As with cyberspace’s engagement with architecture and phenomenology, then, 

the posthuman element of cyberspace can be seen to perform a spatial function and to 

construct a spatial singularity. By quoting traditional dystopian narrative strategies 

and then deconstructing these spatial poetics, cyberspace suggests that dystopia is 

beginning to lose much of its coherency. As a result, cyberspace is characterized not 

just by the technology that is commonly associated with technological singularity, but 

also by a spatial singularity. Indeed, as with its architecture and sense data, 

cyberspace’s restructuring of human definition contributes to the density and 

simultaneity of its data structures.   

 

Critical Dystopia? 

The implosion of Euclidian space in cyberspace to some extent also produces the 

implosion of the concept of dystopia, as structures of ideological conformity and 

contention occupy the same diegetic space. Indeed, when metropolitan dystopia, 

phenomenological space and panoptic dystopia get subverted by cyberspace and 
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spatial singularity, the spatial poetics that inform the concept of dystopia are 

themselves destabilized: sites of opposition now overlap with spaces of ideological 

conformity. Within the singularity of cyberspace, then, the poetics of spatial isolation, 

uniformity and subversion that characterize dystopian constructs are made 

problematic. As such, cyberspace’s deconstruction of traditional dystopian spaces is 

not just a development in the dystopian genre, but even constitutes something of an 

emergency to the idea of dystopia itself. 

 There has been an effort in utopian studies to explain these complexities in 

cyberspace fiction under the rubric of “critical dystopia”, which is described as a 

hybrid textual form that combines dystopian and utopian influences. In this way, 

scholars such as Tom Moylan identify the “bleak energy of cyberpunk” as “a textual 

mutation that self-reflexively takes on the present system and offers not only astute 

critiques of the order of things but also explorations of the oppositional spaces and 

possibilities from which the next round of political activism can derive imaginative 

sustenance and inspiration” (Moylan 2000: xv). As can be seen, Moylan makes use of 

notions of authorial intent to describe the effects of cyberpunk dystopias. Referring to 

self-reflexivity, critique and activism, he understands such narratives as the result of 

political, authorial choices that make these texts ideologically ambivalent. Moreover, 

Moylan sees these “critical dystopias” as mixing, what he considers to be, dystopian 

traditions of social critique with utopian traditions of imaginative inspiration. 

According to Moylan, in other words, the ambivalent nature of cyber narratives 

comes to the fore as the convergence of dystopian warnings and utopian visions. 

For my part, discussing cyberpunk such as the Sprawl trilogy in terms of 

Gibson’s desire to take on “the present system” and to start “the next round of 

political activism” is not only reductive of the complexities of textual construction 

and transmission, it also ignores the relationship between these “critical dystopias”, 

the dystopian narrative tradition, and the technologies with which these narratives 

engage (ibid.). I would argue rather, that the idea that cyberspace is a form of 

dystopian narrative that reinserts utopian content is ineffective for two reasons. 

 First, texts like Gibson’s Neuromancer and their ambivalent ideological 

content are the result of the implosion of dystopian space rather than the convergence 

of utopian and dystopian discourse into “critical dystopia”. It seems to me that 

Moylan’s idea that cyberpunk mixes utopian and dystopian discourse is based on the 
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misunderstanding that such literary traditions are about “good” and “bad” imagined 

societies respectively. Indeed, like all dystopias, cyber narratives like Neuromancer 

and The Matrix (1999) can never be said to represent a “nightmare” society that 

“warns” against a terrible future, extrapolated from contemporary reality. Certainly, 

these narratives bear the superficial emblems of a “warning” (i.e. seedy characters, 

questionable ethics, and a noir aesthetic) but it is important to realize that these 

indicators are really only skin-deep. Beneath their veneer of sordid tech crime, 

Neuromancer and The Matrix articulate a fascination with the technology for which 

they “warn”. Indeed, seeing Neuromancer and The Matrix as inherently “worse” 

imagined societies that contain some utopian content fails to take into account the 

inherent “coolness” of these narratives and their ability to commodify what they 

ostensibly “warn” against. Certainly, while cyberspace shows “nightmarish” futures 

of post-singularity humanity, cyber narratives have proven to be very effective in 

supporting the sale of all kinds of high-tech gadget merchandise and have played an 

important role in the popularization of personal computers, the Internet, and wireless 

communication. For example, besides the obvious Neuromancer wallpapers and The 

Matrix screensavers, companies like Nokia capitalized on cyberspace “dystopia” by 

product-placing their 8110 phone in the original Matrix movie. In fact, the entire 

Matrix franchise is pervaded with this kind of—seemingly—contradictory logic. On 

the one hand, The Matrix “forewarns” the viewer of the consequences of 

technological development, while it promotes itself as one of the most technologically 

advanced cultural objects of its time. Certainly, the movie’s focus on technologically 

advanced and computer-generated special effects seems to clash with the idea that the 

narrative is a warning against the new medium of cyberspace. The Matrix, then, only 

appears to “warns” against the consequences of computer technology, but ultimately 

facilitates the adoption of technology by showing cyberspace and its disorientating 

user perspective in the comfortable setting of a Hollywood blockbuster. 

 The idea of “critical dystopia” as put forward by Moylan seems unable to 

effectively capture such ambivalent positions. Certainly, Neuromancer and The 

Matrix can in no way be said to really ever offer a “critique” of contemporary 

fascination with technology, nor do these narratives constitute acts of utopian, 

political activism. More importantly, these texts cannot be said to contain clear 

ideological positions to begin with. According to Moylan, “critical dystopia” 
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functions as a dystopian text that reinserts utopian content so that dystopian and 

utopian ideological positions exist side by side. However, what is actually at stake in 

these cyber narratives is the simultaneous transmission of different ideological 

positions. Indeed, cyberspace represents the thoroughgoing dislocation of knowledge 

from space and, concurrently, concepts of utopianness and dystopianness also show 

signs of slippage and a loss of definition. As a result, dystopia and utopia do not exist 

side by side in these narratives, as Moylan suggests, but occur at the same time.  

Second, the concept of “critical dystopia” fails to see cyberspace as an 

essential part of the dystopian tradition. For Moylan, cyberspace is a “textual 

mutation” which does not really belong to either dystopian or utopian narrative. By 

conceptualizing cyber narratives as the “bastard” offspring of two distinct literary 

traditions, Moylan not only passes something of a value judgment, he also fails to see 

that cyberspace is really just the last stage of a development in dystopian narrative 

that has been ongoing for over a century. As I have demonstrated, the concept of 

dystopia has, since the beginning of the twentieth century, become associated with 

smaller and smaller spaces as part of its role in the telecommunication dispositif. The 

ongoing sense of dislocation by technologies such as the telegraph, telephone, 

television and the Internet also entailed an erosion of the spatial certainties by which 

the traditional dystopian narrative was defined. In this way, dystopian narrative based 

on communication technology moved away from the genre’s roots in the metropolis 

and used extrapolations of telegraphs and televisions to create smaller dystopian 

constructs. Seen from this perspective, cyberspace comes to the fore as the final step 

of this development: a space so small and dense that it becomes a singularity. As 

such, cyberspace is not so much a “critical dystopia” and “textual mutation” as it is 

the completion of the contraction of dystopian space. 

 

Conclusion 
In this chapter I continued my analysis of the development of the dystopian genre and 

its relationship with communication technology. I demonstrated that cyberpunk 

fiction and its invocation of Internet technologies results in an intervention in the 

dystopian genre whereby earlier forms of dystopian space are replaced with a spatial 

singularity.  
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 I began my argument by focusing on the notion of “technological singularity”. 

As I explained, the idea that humanity and technology are “progressing” 

exponentially towards a radical paradigm shift is prevalent not just in popular science 

and futurology, but also in cyberspace fiction. I also argued that technological 

singularity, that is the radical acceleration of “progress” through technology, 

represents not just a break with “normal”, historical progress, but that it constitutes a 

spatial paradigm shift as well. Cyberspace, I showed, is the narrative “result” of this 

shift and constitutes a new type of dystopian space where “normal”, Euclidian rules 

are suspended and replaced by a spatial singularity.  

 I then moved on to demonstrating how cyberspace engages with earlier 

dystopian spaces and deconstructs them, replacing their spatial forms with 

representations of spatial singularity. As demonstrated, cyberspace engages with 

metropolitan, phenomenological and panoptic dystopian narratives and deconstructs 

their methods of ideological, spatial control. In the case of the metropolitan dystopia, 

cyberspace replaces the modernist textual architecture that encodes dominant 

ideology and the subversion of ideology with a postmodern mix of traditional design 

languages, mathematical grids, fractal landscapes, video games and the rococo visual 

style of MTV. In the case of phenomenological dystopia, cyberspace subverts the 

straightforward translation of sense environments as in, for example, “The Machine 

Stops”, with a confusion of synesthetic sense data. Lastly, in the case of panoptic 

dystopia, cyberspace undermines the stability of the primary object of panoptic 

surveillance. Because of its invocation of the post-singularity, posthuman form, both 

through cyberbodies and cyborgs, cyberspace fiction undermines the idea that the 

body can serve as the object of ideological repression. Cyberbodies and cyborgs 

dissolve of the category of the body, as well as subjectivity and agency, so that it can 

no longer be punished and disciplined to conform to dominant ideology. All of these 

cases, I argued, constitute a representation of the spatial singularity of cyberspace by 

underlining the sense of spatial “slippage” that singularity entails.   

 Finally, I showed that efforts in dystopian studies to describe the effects of 

cyberspace resulted in the creation of the textual category of “critical dystopia”, 

which tries to conceptualize cyberspace as the bastard offspring of distinct, utopian 

and dystopian traditions. However, I argued that the idea that cyberspace is a form of 

dystopian narrative that reinserts utopian content is ineffective for two reasons. First, 
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cyberspace functions as the implosion dystopian space and, subsequently, the 

implosion of the concept of dystopia. What is at stake here is the suspension of 

“normal” rules of space and dystopian narrative. So, just as Internet technologies 

suggest the radical dislocation of knowledge from space, so cyberspace fiction 

disconnects notions of utopianness and dystopianness from their comfortable, spatial 

reference points.  

 Second, the concept of “critical dystopia” fails to acknowledge cyberspace’s 

role in the development of dystopian literature. It conceptualizes this form of fiction 

as a “textual mutation” that is separate from other dystopian texts. Yet, as I have 

shown, it is more productive to think of cyberspace as the continuation of a 

development that began much earlier. This development entails the centrifugal 

contraction of dystopian space as part of its role in the dispositif of communication 

technology. I demonstrated that, in this way, cyberspace can be seen as the 

continuation of a development that began with E.M. Forster’s “The Machine Stops”, 

which saw the persistent contraction of dystopian space as new communication 

technologies suggested ever more effectively their conquest of space.  


